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1. Introduction to the Toolkit

change, and creation. We believe that this approach is highly effective teaching and learning entrepreneurship issues. All those three dimensions of learning are justified and described in this book.

1.1. Needs of the Toolkit
Nowadays in Bulgarian and Lithuanian basic and secondary education sectors show increasing interest for integration of entrepreneurship subjects into the general curricula.
Pupils are prompted to learn through innovative methods and to be creative in the educational process by doing cooperative projects more often. This is usually fostered through
diversification of the learning methods and strategies, and promoting collaborative learning

1.4 Main goal of the project of which the current Toolkit is a part
The main goal of the project of which the elaboration of the current toolkit is a part is to
encourage entrepreneurship, as a tool to combat youth unemployment and social exclusion, through:

opportunities and approaches. Therefore, an increasing interest in teaching and learning of

- Exchange of good practices between Bulgarian Memory Foundation, Bulgaria (Project

entrepreneurship issues require the new methodologies that would be suitable for learners

leader) and Problem Based Learning Institute, Lithuania (Partner)- on youth entrepreneur-

of different ages in the secondary school as well as would be useful for Youth in Non-formal

ship, in particular on entrepreneurship for social benefits;

education. Therefore the project ”EntrepreneurshipXchange through project-based learning” was initiated.

- Transnational cooperation and establishment of networks between BGMF and PBL Institute, focusing on development of youth entrepreneurial spirit and project-based learning
for promotion of youth entrepreneurship competences.

1.2 The main aim of the Toolkit
To enrich the didactical culture of youth in education on entrepreneurship issues at schools
and non-formal educational settings. That’s why the great emphasis was focused on the
elaboration of an educational methodology for teaching and learning entrepreneurship
and testing it with learners in this project. Within this project, we tried to develop unique

trying out of general insights of PBL strategy and its adoption opportunities;
2. Organization of Blended mobility for youth for education on entrepreneurship’ compe-

based learning and Team-based learning that could efficiently contribute to learning and

tences (C2) and trying-out adopted PBL methodology with young people;
3. Organization of short-term training course for facilitators, who would be able to organize
educational activities using the innovative methodology in different types of educational

1.3 Project’s innovative approaches
Traditional schools usually provide direct instructional methods for teaching most of the

organizations (C3) and groups.
4. Creation of a new methodology: Project-based learning for promotion of youth entre-

subjects. Non-formal educational organizations are much more innovative in this case –

preneurship competences;

they try to justify new paths of innovative educational approaches. But even non-formal

5. Creation of an Online platform;

educational organizations very often use different educational methods quite fragmentary - they
don’t have very clear didactical concepts on how to educate learners to get the most from

6. Creation of the current Toolkit comprising the new methodology and some templates.

the educational process. That’s why we unified didactical approaches from three collaborative strategies in terms of Game-based learning, Group-based learning and Team-based
learning that represent all three dimensions in education: socialization, information ex-

1.6 How to use this methodical guide?
This guide is meant to propose a general methodological framework for teaching entre-
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1. Organization of short-term training course for youth workers (C1) for introduction and

combinations of collaborative learning strategies in terms of Game-based learning, Groupteaching of entrepreneurship issues at school, as well as in non-formal education of youth.
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1.5 Envisaged project results
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preneurship competencies of youth using game-based learning, group-based learning, and
team-based learning methodologies. This guide could be used to enrich general information
about project-based learning, problem-based learning, game-based learning, group-based

2. Introduction to
problem-based learning

learning, and team-based learning methodologies. Also, it recommends applying Gamebased learning, Group-based learning, and Team-based learning synchronically – depending on the learning context and learners’ age.

Problem-based learning (PBL) is a self-directed learning strategy that is implemented
through well-designed problems’ situations, group or team-work, information searches,

Annexed to Part 5 of this book, you can find useful methodical information on PBL strate-

problem-solving strategies’ generation, and meta-cognitive reflections. PBL is a special

gies, Game-based learning, Group work, and Teamwork methodologies. In the second part

strategy because it implements all the principles of modern didactics: self-direction, coop-

of the book, you can find information from implemented training courses – C1/ C2 / C3,

eration, constructiveness, and conceptuality.

with useful methodical advice that came out from educational practice in those courses.

The implementation of problem-based learning as a didactic strategy in teaching practice is

Also, you can find learning templates for Problem-based learning, that can be useful for
structuring and analyzing the problems, information research, and analysis, creating strategical insights for problem-solving and for doing reflection and monitoring. Game-based
learning, Group-based learning, and Team-based learning reflection templates are provided there as well. Also, certain problem-cases for teaching entrepreneurship according to
PBL provided.

not self-purposed - it helps to realize the principles of contemporary learning that are very
important for the 21st century’s school and learners.
Problem-based learning varies at different stages of the education system, depending on
the psycho-social, cognitive and biological capacities of the learners. However, they all
share the expression of the four mentioned didactic principles of varying intensity.

Figure 1 (below) reflects on the implementation of the major project results in line with the
project implementation strategy.

2.1. Introducing problem-based learning in pre-school and school education
In Pre-school education settings - the main form of learning is a game that takes students
through the basic social and practical skills needed for daily activities and communica-

Figure 1

tion. The games applied to children of pre-school age according to their educational goals,
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C1
C2
C3

vidual, analysis or personality - before the formation of game-based training programs. The
game includes individuals’ psycho-motor skills, cognitive skills, emotional disposition, so
it represents an effective learning strategy for pre-school aged children. During the game,

• Elaborating of PBL methodology for education on entrepreneurship
• Trying-out the methodology in the diferent settings of education of
entrepreneurship competences: game-based learning, group based
learning, team based learning.

learners learn to collaborate, improvise, portray, and take over social and natural artifacts.
Therefore, game-based learning is the simplest form of problem-based learning that helps
to acknowledge simple domestic, social and natural artifacts of knowledge.
All problem learning sub-strategies are implemented synchronously - considering the ex-

• Preparing of facilitation methodology for facilitators working with
PBL methodology
• Trying out facilitation methodology of project-based learning for
education of entrepreneurships competences

perience of the learners’ age in the context of the learning program. In school education,
the expression of problem learning is much more complex, - involves the expression of
the combination of three collaborative learning strategies: Game-Based. Learning, GroupBased Learning, and Teamwork-Based Learning (“GGT“):
Game-based learning expresses the concept of “Learning to live”, which emphasizes the
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• Introduction to Project based learning (PBL )methdology
• Introduction to major entrepreneurships issues

learner’s experiences and interests. Attention must be paid to the knowledge of the indi-
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importance of acquiring social skills in the learning process. The form of this learning strat-

ployees who work in leadership sector and engage in innovation activities significantly.

egy encompasses the acquisition of fundamental social skills - the construction of a new

Therefore, at this level of the education system, special attention is paid to the high-level

social reality.

group and teamwork. A high-level group work is characterized by active learning com-

Group-based learning expresses the concept of “Learning to share”, which emphasizes the
importance of non-competitive, collaborative work, and the sharing of learning outcomes.
This form of learning strategy encompasses the sharing of experiences by ordinary learners
through the activities of interactive learning communities.
Team-based learning expresses the concept of “learning to create”, which emphasizes the
importance of developing learners’ creative abilities. At this level of cooperative learning
strategy, problem-based learning is transformed into a project-based learning that results
in tangible learning outcomes.

munities, which actively shares theoretical and practical experience with their respective
professions’ counterparts. In the process of active sharing of information and knowledge,
an advanced knowledge is elaborated and the new knowledge is being created. Correspondingly, the creative process is realized through team-based learning, when learners
distribute among each other very specific learning tasks while learning or working in a
highly coordinated way in order to create professional innovations in their field. The created new knowledge and innovations can improve the technological and social realities as
well as helps to realize creative ideas in practice. Thus, the higher education system, as the
highest chain in education systems, becomes the driving force covering social and technological progress.

2.2. Expression of problem learning in vocational education
Problem-based learning strategy for vocational training has more complex design features

Higher schools’ learning spaces have a great emphasis on learning laboratories, environments, interactive programs, learning equipment and team learning activities.

because at this stage it is important to realize many theoretical ideas in practice. Therefore
the great attention is paid to individualized, group and team training. Cognitive and practical apprenticeship are the basic concepts defined at the vocational training level. Cognitive
apprenticeship is implemented due to active teachers’ and students’ interactions and mutual support that helps to take care about the theoretical aspects of the learning in group
work, respectively - during practical apprenticeship vocational students are learning the
specific practical examples from other professionals - individually or in teams. This learning
is characterized as work-based learning.
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ticeship, where learners synchronically combine theoretical and practical activities: theoretical knowledge, observation of practical models and examples as well as by acquiring
practical automation skills that allow the learner to become successful and efficient staff.
In this process learning environments are significant - special environments for group/team
work, good apprenticeship models for following of individualized learning paths are needed. This training is defined by strict procedural precision, work on pre-defined projects,
schemes, models.

A modern teacher who has just graduated from the university can easily get lost in the definitions of the educational curriculum in terms of nowadays didactical concepts. More often the concepts that incorporate modern learning methods and strategies are not always
guided by teachers training at a higher education institution. Concepts may vary discovery-based learning, self-directed learning, problem-based learning, project-based learning,
activity-based learning. Therefore, it is often necessary for them to improvise by explaining
its essence or differences. This is not an easy task - especially if the teacher has not practically tested any of the concepts personally.
Despite all of the mentioned concepts are very similar, it may differ in the context of their
use. Usually most commonly used are the following four main learning strategies’ informal
/ non-formal educational settings - Game-based learning strategy, Problem-based learning
strategy, Project-based Learning strategy, and the Action-based learning strategy. In all
these strategies, learners are actively involved in learning: researching information, working in groups or teams and solving certain hypothetical or real problems during learning or
professional activity. However, there are also substantial differences between them.

2.3. Problem-based learning at the high school

In a game-based learning, learners mostly acquire social skills, because the game is the best

The purpose of the Higher School is to train highly qualified, creative, self-employed em-

form of acquisition of such skills by simulating reality. Game-based learning is the most
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Professional students’ mastery acquires through practical and effective cognitive appren-

2.4. The relationship between problem learning strategy and other learning strategies
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often used in a pre-school education setting, but not limited to it. The game as a learning
strategy can be useful as a tool for bringing together learners groups, promoting their motivations and socialization. Therefore, it is used both – at the level of general education, as

3. Introduction to
project-based learning

well as at vocational, higher education level, and even at work environments. Game-based
learning can be useful in personalizing, simulating, playing the various learning object related games and so it’s beneficial for both non-formal, informal learning and formal education.

Project-based learning is an active learning strategy that focuses on the creation
of specific learning outcomes. Problem-based learning focuses on problem defi-

Problem-based learning is a self-directed learning strategy with a special focus on analysis

nition, analysis, information research, problem-solving insights. Accordingly, in

and reflection of problems. Problem-based learning does not outcome in solving the prob-

project-based learning, a great deal of attention is dedicated to the realization of

lem completely (practically), but within - significant insights delivered. In problem-based

a certain idea. Otherwise, project-based learning is a natural continuation of the

learning, the main emphasis is placed on information literacy and collaborative learners’

problem-based learning strategy, which seeks to test and justify the idea that it is

work. Therefore, this strategy is beneficial for both - general and vocational, as well as

significant and can be implemented in practice. Sometimes teachers combine these

higher education learners, because it promotes good skills in information literacy, the im-

two learning strategies by treating them as identical. Therefore it is necessary to

plementation of active sharing of knowledge activities. Due to it learners can learn a lot of

define it more clearly - what are their main distinguishing features? What are the

knowledge and acquire the skills necessary for their maturity and preparation for profes-

unique learning characteristics of project-based learning that is not permanent in

sional and/or scientific work paths.

problem-based learning?

Project-based training is a continuation of problem-based learning strategy because besides the aspects of learning mentioned above, additional learning qualities are supplemented – in project-based learning problem-solving insights takes shape in a concrete and
tangible forms: work plans, models, and operational projects are developed within. During
project-based learning, the special attention is paid to the high level of teamwork and the
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and project-based learning are learning approaches that are most often used in
non-formal and formal education - they are designed to help learners acquire new
knowledge, skills, and understanding. In problem-based learning, a great deal of
attention is paid to the definition and analysis of problems’ essence and structure:

Action-based learning is the most common form of learning used to solve problems in real

problems are reflected, deconstructed, analyzed, and visualized to acquire a better

professional working conditions. This learning strategy is used to solve problems that arise

understanding of their essence. This detailed analysis of problems and their deep

in professional practice and often involves not only information research, teamwork, but

understanding allows you to gain a deep understanding of the nature of problems,

also the scientific research and deep exploration, problem monitoring, experimentation

its expression, and interrelationships between the different problems. Through this

and application of impact measures while solving urgent problems in life.

deep perception of problems, it is possible to address the key actuarial and most

In educational practice, these strategies are often implemented together because they are
highly interrelated - social, cognitive, and psychomotor skills are coupled with strong relationships.

significant issues encoded in the problem situation. The deep analysis of the problem allows us to look at the problems in a very broad context, which can help to find
problem-solving analogs, similarities in structural problems, or solving old problems
in an innovative way. Once the problem has been identified, analyzed and analyzed,
it can be addressed. The implementation of problem solving or the practical insights
of problem-solving helps to achieve the goals of project-based learning, which is
oriented towards the implementation of well-analyzed theoretical insights on the
solution of the problem. Therefore, the practical aspects of problem-solving in project-based learning are the most important. What are the main components of a
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development of tangible products.

First of all, it should be emphasized that both strategies of problem-based learning
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project-based learning?

Good teamwork managers require to plan the learning process and its outcomes
very well. Technological roles are held by individuals who are deeply involved in the

Project-based learning does not involve deep analysis of problems or their inner
interactions in details, but it is aimed at realizing the insights of the problem in
practice as much as possible. Therefore, the key issues in project-based learning are
focused on the planning, organization, and implementation of ideas at the manage-

technological aspects of the realization of an idea: technological drawings, materials and the realization of the idea in practice. The project-based learning strategy
is suitable for working with students of different ages - from kindergarten to high
school students.

rial, technological processes of learning. Therefore, project-based learning implemented, in almost all cases in a teamwork format, where each member of the team
has very well-defined functions of his work, and the work in the group is carried
out according to a clearly defined teamwork methodology. What does it manifest?

Teamwork methodology manifests itself with very specific roles of group members,
and varies according to a certain type of learning task. Although the purpose of
project-based learning aims to acquire knowledge and skills in learning settings for
creation of real learning outcomes, the form of learning results may vary in their
nature and purpose significantly. The nature of learning outcomes is largely determined by the discipline being taught. For example, in the science of physics, learning outcomes in design education can be various works intended to depict physical
laws and physics-based technologies. Accordingly, in the chemical sciences, learning outcomes can be related to the demonstration of chemical properties of certain
substances or their use for practical purposes. The goal of the project-based learning outcomes can be related to the aim of demonstrating the operation of certain
physics and chemical laws; seeking to visualize social, physical, chemical, biological
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problems using interdisciplinary learning methodologies. Such learning products
can have very diverse forms: models, plans, detailed elaborated strategies, technological devices, developed methodologies, intellectual production, tools and many
more.
When working in the format of a project-based learning strategy, it is imperative for
team members to be responsible for the achievement and realization of a learning
outcome. In such a project learning group, three types of expert roles can be distinguished: business, managerial, and technological ones. The subject-expert connected roles (researcher, subject expert) are oriented towards possessing of very
good knowledge of the problem and understanding of the project idea very well.
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phenomena for learning purposes, or assisting of innovative resolution of practical
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4. Learning entrepreneurship based on
problem-based learning methodology

tice. Causative knowledge is important in scientific research, where individual interactions
between individual phenomena are sought. They help to discover certain regularities based
on the empirical relationship between the investigated phenomena. So, when teaching
subjects of entrepreneurship, is it necessary to determine the meaning of conceptual, pro-

Entrepreneurship competencies are one of the most important issues of the 21st century’s
education that are relevant to any profession and help to earn revenues from particular
creative knowledge and skills. Business environment and conditions have changed sig-

sists of four elements: structuring the problem, information research, strategy generation,
and monitoring/reflection.

industrial revolution, the fields of economic activity, communication tools, and information

Accordingly, no matter what subjects of entrepreneurship we teach, it is important that it

technologies have significantly developed. The 20th-century coal, steel, textiles, and ag-

begins with the presentation, analysis, and reflection of a real or hypothetical problematic

ricultural industries have been complemented by diversified energy, food, military indus-

situation. This requires a problem situation (Problem case) for the relevant topic of en-

tries as well as various services sectors, while in the 21st century. - all areas of economic

trepreneurship. Each problem case comprises at least one learning issue (learning object)

activities have led to an unprecedented high rise due to information technologies’ devel-

related to a learning subject expressed, that must be easily identified by the learner. The

opment, which enabled active knowledge exchange, and ICT rise, thanks to the conditions

more complex the problem is the more learning objects it can have. Different teams can

created by modern scientific experiments. Correspondingly, - with the advancement of

challenge the different objects of entrepreneurship in the same learning situation/problem

diverse businesses - entrepreneurial learning methods and strategies have changed. For

and then share their insights in the intergroup / inter-university learning process afterward.

demand in the private sector has received a wide variety of attention - at both the public
and private levels, as it does not only promote the development of products and services
in a market economy but also innovation.

Depending on the topic and the learning issues of entrepreneurship, the structure and the
essence of the first problem-based learning phase could differ significantly. The topics that
require less creative thinking, and which are very well explored, require a good elaboration
of existing insights. Therefore, the structuring of the corresponding phenomena involves

Entrepreneurship training came together with the training for certain family craft, which

the use of different means of visualization: structuring of well-known phenomena is usually

also included the realization of the products and services created at the family’s business’

done by plotting schemes for visualization purposes (Ex. Chainman concept).

settings. The training for family craft business was changed by manpower-based apprenticeships training and complemented by entrepreneurship training in organizations of a
certain economic activities’ sectors involving not only business organizations in the educational process for entrepreneurship but also craftspeople guilds, emerging vocational and
higher education institutions with relevant business professionals to be educated.

Accordingly, for topics that require a greater contribution of creative thinking, less structured forms of visualization are recommended such as drawing of pictures or modeling.
For example, topics such as generating a business idea would require more visualization
of a drawing. Accordingly, issues such as business financing, start-up, patent affirmation
require more visualization form of the schema, since the subject of learning is much better

Conceptual knowledge reveals the essence of the phenomena under consideration: struc-

defined and regulated. In the first case, associative, creative thinking for modeling and the

ture, expression, and meaning. The association, interpretation, and visualization of existing

new insights and associations are important. In the second case, there’s an important good

and emerging learning phenomena are one of the main cognitive assumptions of creative

understanding of the current phenomenon under investigation by structuring existing op-

thinking, which allows application of the principle of reduction to innovate the already

erational procedures.

known phenomena or discover the new ones - to define them and to explain their essence.
Procedural knowledge helps achieving the goals of the practical activity when the knowledge about the subject is already developed and tested for practical application. In this
way, procedural knowledge helps to use the existing insights and understanding in prac-

In the information research phase, the main focus must be on examining relevant knowledge in accordance with the specific features of a particular subject of entrepreneurship. It
concerns the search for conceptual, procedural or causative knowledge. The topics, that require creative thinking would need more exploration of conceptual knowledge, that would
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modeled, the essence of which is the realization of the learning cycle, which usually con-

nificantly with the changing technological environment of mankind: from the times of the

exaple Business Management - The most successful discipline in social sciences due to its
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cedural and causative knowledge in it. Accordingly, a problem-based learning process is
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reveal better gaps in existing conceptual insights allowing to discover the new aspects of
the phenomenon under study that would better generate innovative business ideas or dis-

5. Project’s methodological model

cover new aspects of entrepreneurial activity (The following questions are asked: What’s
the issue? What is the structure of the issue? What is the resolution? What is the meaning?
What is the prevalence? What is the use?). The questions of procedural knowledge investigation usually require the discovery of operational procedures and methodologies (How
to perform? How to achieve? What methodology, procedure?). Causative knowledge could
be sought to find out the causal relationships between individual variables. They are most
often investigated through research and experiments that can help to reveal both the essence of the phenomenon under study and the practical aspects of its use.

Project-based learning methodology for the education of entrepreneurship competencies
of youth is implemented within three collaborative strategies of PBL in terms of Gamebased learning, Group-based learning and Team-based learning.
Game-based learning supports the learning process with motivation and socialization skills.
Group-based learning supports learning skills with research and learning to learn skills.
Team-based learning equips learners with tangible learning results.
Every learning issue is elaborated based on a combination of those three learning strate-

Several scenarios can be modeled at the strategies generation stage. The essence of this

gies in this Toolkit (see Figure 2, below).

learning stage is the generation of innovative ideas and the possibilities for tackling problems or delivering of detailed procedural provisions that will help achieve the set goals.

Figure 2

So, some problems require more creative solutions, while the others require more understanding of essence existing solutions and their use in new contexts. Correspondingly, at

Gamebased
learning

the reflection stages, an overview of the coherence of the learning process, and results are
discussed and the dynamics of group/teamwork reflected on.

Gamebased
learning
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The templates to be used in the methodological model are presented below
(Templates 1-8).
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Team-based
learning
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TEMPLATE 1:

TEMPLATE 2:

FOR PROBLEMS STRUCTURING

FOR INFORMATION RESEARCH

CHRACHTERISTICS OF
PROBLEM SCHEME

COMMENTS/JUSTIFICATION

Type of the problem

Answer / why do you think so?

The main problem

CHARACHTERISTICS OF
INFORMATION RESEARCH

ANSWERS / JUSTIFICATIONS

Define known information
in the problem

What is known about situation from problem case / your personal experience?

Information, that must be found to
tackle the problem (raising of questions)

Answer / why do you think so?

Know-WHAT?
Other problems

Know-HOW?

Answer / why do you think so?

Know-WHY?

Question
No. 1

Question
No. 2

Question
No. 3

Question Question…
No. 4
n

Formulate the
question

Formulate the
question

Formulate the
question

Formu- Formulate
late the the quesquestion
tion

Know-WHO?
Aim of problem solving

Answer / why do you think so?

Problem solving success
criteria

Answer / why do you think so?

20

Structure
components:
Actors and
Factors

Situational components:
factual, normative,
methodical, embedded, social
practice

Definition of keywords

Information from Vocabularies,
Encyclopaedias, Thesaurus

Answer / why do you think so?

Essential
relationship

CERTAIN IMPACT

Information from scientific books /
internet based law cases‘ base
Information from science databased
(Scientific articles)
Information from statistical data bases
/ audio-visual information / popular
internet sites and other

Please describe what kind of information are you going to
search and where are you going to search it
Keywords

Keywords

Keywords

Keywords Keywords

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Info source
(IS) No
Title of IS
Author;
Year
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Analogical problem

Information search strategy
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Procedural
No. steps of
creation
strategy
1 Generation
problem solving strategies

TEMPLATE 3:

TEMPLATE 4:

FOR STRATEGY CREATION

FOR PROBLEM SOLVING (PS) MONITORING

Description
Having found information about the learning object, all data could be transferred
(in case of practical application) into possible solutions. Found information could
be clustered into several categories that will serve as a pattern for creation of
problem solving strategies.

No.

PS monitoring
process

1

Strategy-aim
coherence

Description
Created strategy should be checked for the coherence with problem solving aims
raised in the structuring phase of the problem. The following questions should
be considered:
1. Does the strategy correspond the PS aim completely? Why do you think so?

Found procedural information could be developed into separate strategies.
Several steps proposed for this purpose:

2

Structuring of
problem solving strategies

•

Clustering of procedural information into several categories;

•

Formulating problem solving strategies based on several categories;

The result of generation of problem solving strategy – created one or more problem’s solving strategies in the form of declaration.
Having one or several problem solving strategies it should be structured and explicated into small structural components – tactics/actions. Tactics and actions
should help to reach the purpose of the project.

2. Does the strategy correspond the PS aim partly? Why do you think so?
3. What characteristics of aim were achieved the best and least?
4. Would you change your PS aim if you solved problem again? Why?
2

Strategy-success criteria
coherence

Created strategy should be checked for the coherence with problem solving
success criteria. Problem solving strategy should meet the most of project solving success criteria. The following questions should be raised:
• Does your selected strategy correspond all success criteria? Why?

Several steps proposed for structuring of PS strategy:

22

Selection and
justification of
problems solving strategies

Dividing problem solving strategy into separate actions;

•

Structuring problem solving strategy into several phases: planning, organization, implementation, evaluation criteria;

•

Application of found information for structuring problem solving strategy: tactics and activities.

The result of generation problem solving strategies: structured and justified one
or more problem solving strategies.
Having explicated problem solving strategies one strategy should be selected
and justified. Selecting the most relevant strategy includes selecting the most
feasible, realistic and effective strategy.
•

Strategy should correspond problem solving aim and problem solving
success criteria defined.

• Would you change success criteria if you solved problem again? Why?
3

Strategy transferability for
solving of the
problems

Selected strategy should be evaluated for suitability of solving other problems.
The following question could be considered for such evaluation:
•

Does this strategy fit for other problem salvation? Why?

•

Please give examples how this strategy could be used to solve other problems?
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3

•

• What success criteria implemented the most and least successfully? Why
do you think so?
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TEMPLATE 5:

TEMPLATE 6:

FOR CREATION OF PROBLEM CASE

GAME-BASED LEARNING REFLECTION JOURNAL

Type of problem foreseen

Please indicate the type/s problem to be created

Subjects covered

What subject/s this problem covers?

Competences of Veterinary Nurses’ covered
Learning objects codified

What competences of specialists covered by this problem?

Problem’s structural components

Date
Group title
Type of game
Title of game:

The most important keywords to be used in the case?
Please list precise bibliography sources for solving this particular problem.
What’s the time limit for solving this problem

24

Please compose your problem case according the data indicated above.

Discovery

Decision making

General criteria of
the game
Vizualizations

Originality
Strategical thinking
Operativenes
Reflection

Team work
Strategical thinking
Operativenes
Reflection

Team work

Improvizations
Team work
Reflection

Other criteria
__________

Other criteria
__________

General reflection on
group’s game
No.

Name Surname

Reflection on individual group member
Individual role quality Coordination with the rest
(Precizenes )
of group (Synergy)

Remarks

1.
2.
Etc.
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Problem case

Simulation

(Name Surname)

Problem’s situational com- What are the situational components in the case?
ponents

The most important keywords to be used in the
case
Possible bibliographical
sources for problem solving
Time limit foreseen for
problem solving

.. - .. – .. - ..

(Learning issue)
Group members

What are the structural components in the case?

Please list the most important and relevant questions to be raised by
learners?

Time (Observation time)

Learning object

What are the main concrete learning objects? How many of them in the
case?

The most important questions to raise

20.. - .. - ..
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TEMPLATE 7:
EXPLANATION OF GAME-BASED LEARNING CRITERIA
Types of games

Criteria

Originality

Vizualizations

Description
Positive characteristics: original performance / visualizations created by learners’
themselves;
Negative characteristics: performance taken from other existing examples, without any modifications.
Positive characteristics: number of visual components involved: nature, special
clothes, furniture, and special spaces.
Negative characteristics: without special visualizations.

Simulation games
Improvizations

Positive characteristics: group performed from themselves, without reading:
clearly and fluently improvised the roles.
Negative characteristics: reading text of speech; lost in words and performance.

Team work
Reflection
Team work
Strategical
thinking

Discovery games

Operativenes

Positive characteristics: each group member had specific role in the game.
Negative characteristics: group members duplicated each other roles.
Positive characteristics: reflected on feelings, motions and learning outcomes.
Negative characteristics: lack of reflective thinking; no comments.
Positive characteristics: each group member had specific role in the game.
Negative characteristics: group members duplicated each other roles.
Positive characteristics: group had a clear strategy how to perform to succeed;
Negative characteristics: group acted without any strategy – trying possible solutions.
Positive characteristics: Good time management; No wasting of time – no big
time windows.
Negative characteristics: No cation; Big time windows between actions.

Reflection
Other criteria

Positive characteristics: reflected on feelings, motions and learning outcomes.
Negative characteristics: lack of reflective thinking; no comments.
Positive characteristics:
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Team work
Strategical
thinking
Decision making
games

Operativenes

Positive characteristics: each group member had specific role in the game.
Negative characteristics: group members duplicated each other roles.
Positive characteristics: group had a clear strategy how to perform to succeed;
Negative characteristics: group acted without any strategy – trying possible solutions.
Positive characteristics: Good time management; No wasting of time – no big
time windows.
Negative characteristics: No cation; Big time windows between actions.

Reflection
Other criteria

Positive characteristics: reflected on feelings, motions and learning outcomes.
Negative characteristics: lack of reflective thinking; no comments.
Positive characteristics:
Negative characteristics:
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Negative characteristics:
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For Facilitator: make sure proper leader selected for each LO who knows all aspects of LO; Observe all learning process
without interruption. Reflect.

TEAM BASED LEARNING IN PICTURES

For Leader: make sure instructed persons understood the particular aspect of the LO; Observe of sharing of particular
knowledge about the rest group members. Give Suggestions, notifications in the process if something goes wrong;
For Group members: please select to represent your colleagues’ provided particular aspect of LO.
Evaluation criteria: Demonstrated knowledge and skills (from 8-10), instructing of members (+ 2; Leader); Acquired
knowledge and skills (Group members: LO1 – 2; LO2 -2; LO3-4; LO4-2).
Major evaluation issues in group work (Applied in sequent way):
1. Able to give proper definition of LO – giving one or several clear definitions from scientific literature; Description and
explanation of the issue in the c ontext of other learning issues in the programme. Example: What European social
policy is? What does it consist from? What is the place of EU social policy in the context of other EU policies? Providing
information on author of definition.
2. Able to describe structure of LO - providing structural view of LO with all structural components indicating internal
relationships of those components. Drawing or coping scheme of LO visualizing structural components of LO. Example:
major components of EU Social policy and its components’ interrelation.
3. Able to give proper Procedural information on LO - providing procedures of decision making, how policies being
formed at EU and Local levels. Decision making process. Problem solving process at EU and National levels.
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4. Able contextualize information giving real examples on LO – giving practical example of implemented EU social policies at particular country (Social regalements and directives and its implementation at particular case).
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GROUP BASED LEARNING IN PICTURES
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GAME BASED LEARNING IN PICTURES
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PICTURES FROM THE BLENDED MOBILITY FOR
YOUNG PEOPLE EVENT – C2

Group-based learning: Instructing the group of school children

Visiting Sofia Tech Park and meeting with successful start-ups

Group-based learning: Let’s start working

C2 ended up as a success to everyone
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PICTURES FROM THE SHORT-TERM TRAINING
COURSE FOR YOUTH WORKERS, C1
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PICTURES FROM THE SHORT-TERM TRAINING
COURSE FOR FACILITATORS - C3

6. Game-based learning strategy in
problem-based learning:
methodological insights
In order to stimulate the development of a collaborative learning culture at the school
level, it is necessary to pay great attention to the process of research and experimentation
with collaborative learning strategies in the educational practice. We are convinced that in
this area educators still have a lot to do in order to reveal the optimal collaborative learning
opportunities in the classrooms. In order to succeed in the educational process, it should
be possible to easily organize, measure and evaluate all educational targets. In addition, the
educational process must ensure the development of learners’ competences’ progression
that can be monitored and evaluated. Therefore, it is important that the educational process can be objectively measured in terms of active communication and learning collaboration activities.

Approbation of the methodology with different target groups

Often, educators emphasize learners’ communication and collaboration skills, which they
try to measure in various ways. However, the direct tracking and evaluation of these abilities are not so simple. A more qualitative assessment strategy is needed for assessing these
abilities, capturing certain characteristics and expressions of these abilities in the process
of education. The monitoring and evaluation of these abilities are also aggravated by the
fact that they are much interconnected to the other learner’s abilities - organizational,
analytical, and creative. They can also depend on the leaner’s temperament, psychological
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Therefore in their practice the partner organisation usually used the three main collaborative learning strategies in the process of education (Game-based, Group-based and Teambased learning) that can be used for the education of learners of different ages. In the
context of these different sub-strategies, learners can demonstrate high levels of communication and collaboration skills of varying degrees, but their measurement and evaluation
features are not always direct. It could be measured mostly through general performance
process or results of the educational process. The game, as a learning strategy, is beneficial
for younger learners (Children), as they playfully capture the most important knowledge
about the surrounding natural and social environment. The game-based learning as a learn-

Approbation of the methodology with different target groups - 2

ing strategy dominates and mainly implemented by pre-school and primary school learners.
Also, it can be applied to elder students or even to high school students, depending on the
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characteristics. Therefore, the question of the objectivity of the evaluation always arises.
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subject’s objectives and goals of education. The games should be organized both as moti-

ing day. Games can activate groups, help them to get focus, develop mutual understanding,

vational measures and as tools for the creation of knowledge (learning).

tolerance, and psychological flexibility. Such games are the ice-breakers and the energizing
games. Examples of these games can be found in the publication “Guide to working with

The game is a very contextual learning strategy, therefore it is recommended to apply it

youth groups: non-formal education practice in Lithuania” (http://www.3sektorius.lt/docs/

before the acquisition of formal knowledge for a better assimilation and accommodation

Darbosujaunimogrupemisvadovas2013_2013-08-20_12_00_47.pdf). All these games are

of learners with the newly acquired information. The game itself should encode a specif-

oriented both to the development of general personal competencies and promoting of

ic learning object that learners should learn: such as counting, nature exploration, com-

the motivation of learners: self-performance, cognitive games; team-based games, group-

munication, description of family members, shopping, etc. For children of pre-school age,

based games; games for memorization, learner concentration, creativity. These games do

the game-based learning should take 70-90% of all learning time and for primary school

not solve the educational problems themselves, but support the group to set up for the

learners approximately - 40-60%. In superior classes, this percentage is reduced because

collaborative work accordingly.

of an increased application of group and teamwork combinations and it should not ex-

The essence of the problem structuring learning phase is to visualize the problem, outline

ceed 10-20% of all learning time. Further, new questions arise: How to classify games

its scheme, in order better define and understand the learning issues. Therefore, simulation

so that they can do their best work with both younger and elder learners? What types of

games may be played at this stage in order to portray the learning issue or situation while

games can be segmented and what is their resolution in the problem learning process?

playing a game and it is likely to enhance the learning motivation. Traditionally the differ-

Teacher Tom Grant (Source: http://www.seriousgamesatwork.org/different-types-of-seri-

ent pictures are drawn visualizing the learning issues in order to ensure a better under-

ous-games/) classifies all games according to process and product’s aspects. According

standing of the learning object. Therefore this process can be enriched with playing games

to him process-oriented games are discovery, decision making and simulation games. Re-

which involves learners’ personalities with their psychomotor abilities, feelings, emotions.

sults-oriented games are games that can be aimed at education, persuasion, or motivation.

The learners have the opportunity to express their feelings in a supportive learning envi-

In the discovery process, learners acquire certain new knowledge or skills that they haven’t

ronment. This may include a Forum Theater or Theater of oppressed activities; various ar-

had before. In the decision-making process, the learners are the strategists in the game and

tistic compositions, performances or just simple simulation or visualization of reality. More

thus are stimulated to play the game at their best. Simulation games are designed to repre-

about theater activities for learning purposes can be found at http://civicactivism.build-

sent authentically a particular learning object or situation. Games for learning purposes are

ingchangetrust.org/tools-directory/Forum-Theatre.

always targeted at teaching certain knowledge or skills. Convincing or motivating games
are rather oriented at the formation of certain learners’ dispositions.

For the information research, educational games for the development of individual or
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It is very important to identify what is the resolution of these types of games in prob-

development of personal information literacy skills such as the ability to define information

lem-based learning? Games in problem-based learning may vary depending on the type

needs, to create an information search strategy, to seek information, to evaluate and select

of problem applied or the stage of problem-based learning. Types of problems are dis-

the required information. In this process, it is important to define what learners already

tinguished in following: types of logic, algorithms, compliance rules, consistent decision,

know about the subject under study and what they do not know; help them to find the

diagnosis-decision, decision-making, strategic thinking, politics, design, and dilemma (Jon-

right questions and select the right keywords for research of information. Found informa-

assen, 2010). Correspondingly, - at the process of problem-based learning, there are four

tion should be properly categorized and used according to the educational task. There are

main stages of learning: structuring the problem, studying information, providing insight

various educational games suitable for discovering or defining a variety of new information

into decisions and reflection.

such as facts, theories, definitions, synonyms, antonyms. Also orientation games for collecting a word definition from individual letters or collecting meaningful statements can

It is important to emphasize that all motivational games are most appropriate to be imple-

be organised in open green spaces. Game playing with texts where learners are asked to

mented before the formation of any group or any learning session or at the end of the work-

select definitions, methodological, causative or personal knowledge in particular source of
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group information exploration skills can be organized as well. Such games encourage the
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information can be organised. Also, it is possible to provide learners with particular words
asking them to come up with synonyms and antonyms in groups as much as possible in
their creativity through play and staging. It is possible to organize a question-raising game

7. Group-work in problem-based learning:
methodological insights

when different groups hear specific information or history, raise different issues, research
them and try to creatively invent their answers.
In the process of forming a problem-solving strategy, various games can be played to represent decisions through the roles and performance of the game. In this stage, procedural
and methodological knowledge is most commonly used. In addition to action games, strategic games for strategic thinking skills can be organized such as a checkerboard or chess
game; Sports games such as basketball, football, tennis are also appropriate. There are
also games for team strategy development skills such as ‘‘The Spaghetti Challenge’’. They
help shape teamwork ability. They also develop strategic thinking skills modeling solutions
in a way that maximizes the outcome. For the reflection of the learning process, various
games can be played to reflect learning experiences. It usually requires reflective games for
analyzing learning outcomes, feelings, experiences, and rendering them. It can be various
staging, artistic games with drama elements; entertaining learning situations through play.
Extremely valuable in this respect are certain artistic expressions including music, nature,
environmental elements or other learners.

The Group work strategy is probably the most popular form of collaborative learning, in
which learners most often perform all the same task together by actively communicating
and collaborating. The group work strategy is considered to be more advanced than the
strategy of the game-based learning, because here learners gain greater autonomy in constructing knowledge and choosing different other learning parameters: group members,
learning space, time, resources, etc. Here, they can set certain and learning rules (e.g., conduct rules during learning, Code of Ethics, etc.). The games are organized and promoted
by the teacher in all cases, and in the group work – it’s led by the cognitive mentor, who
helps the main facilitator to ensure a harmonious communication and learning process in
the group.
One of the main characteristics of group work is that learners eliminates information
asymmetry inside the group, actively research and share knowledge for learning purposes.
Therefore, informational literacy and communication, analytical skills are considered essential here. The scope of the group strategy should be applied already in the initial learning process, and it should dominate in grades 5-12 when learners learn a lot of knowledge
in different sciences in solving key problems. Particular attention should be paid to group
learning methodologies and appropriate cognitive mentoring.
Group work is fundamentally different from teamwork, because the group does not have
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insight, knowledge, skills, and attitudes of the acquired problem. The result of teamwork
is more focused on the creation of specific learning products, and in group work, special attention should be paid to information research and communication methods. The
breadth and depth of the individual learner’s knowledge will depend on the quality of the
information research and from communication activities - a common understanding of the
level of knowledge and learning objects in the group. It is imperative that all learners must
contribute to the general groups’ knowledge in the communication process.
During the research of information all learners must be involved it is possible to study the
subject of learning in various ways - sensually, according to the logical aspects of the meaning - the questions raised, according to the sources of information. It is important that no
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a very rigorous distribution of learning functions, and the main result of learning is the
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trainee remains unemployed. Correspondingly, having acquired some knowledge, they can

ular subject - i.e. try to incorporate as much of the sensory characteristics in the learning

share them with their colleagues. ***

process (as in the case of lemon), because knowledge is assimilated and accustomed in the

A cognitive mentor should ensure and monitor the progress of such a group’s communica-

long-term memory of a person much better in this way. It is also important to highlight as

tion, and be able to correct if the information is not clear or there is a lack of understand-

many aspects of the logical structures of learning object as possible. In this case, for study-

ing. A cognitive mentor should activate passive members of the group and “silence” overly

ing learning objects, we distinguish different types of knowledge for acknowledgment of

dominant. Also, it is important that he ensures that each member of the group has reached

learning objects - conceptual, methodological, causative, personal and contextual knowl-

a certain level of understanding of the subject. It is important what levels of understanding

edge.

of the learning object can be distinguished?
The Conceptual knowledge provides the definitions of a particular object. The Methodical
Each object of learning can be perceived according to certain educational logic. For exam-

knowledge provides information on how to manipulate a particular object in practice. The

ple, if the learning object is a lemon, then the perception of lemon can be understood by its

causal knowledge reveals the causal relationships between the object under study (or its

real or creative image, its flavor, its aroma, its affection. The use of all these senses allows

components). The personal knowledge reveals famous persons related to the object of

you to create a complete picture of the lemon and its perception. Similarly this applies to

learning (inventions, prominent historical personalities). The Contextual knowledge is the

all other objects of learning - the more we integrate sensors in the cognition process, the

prevalence of the learning object in space and in time (location, distribution, and history).

better we perceive a particular subject of learning. This is the result of more direct, experi-

This means that we can not only see, smell, smell, touch a lemon, but we can also examine

ential learning.

some of its logical and sensory aspects such as its definition, its various uses; the most
famous breeders of this fruit; the circumstances and context of the occurrence; its preva-

The result of scientific learning occurs when certain objects of reality are investigated by

lence. Letting these types of knowledge allows us to thoroughly research (and remember)

observing or deconstructing them, and certain interconnections are found to be charac-

any investigated phenomenon. How can group work be modeled through knowledge of

teristic of other phenomena, for example: laws are derived and/or objective logical causal

learning objects?
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although the school of general education is more focused on passing on the knowledge of

In group work it is important to ensure, that each member of the group is engaged with a

the major disciplines, it should do it creatively so that learners in a situation “to re-discov-

particular research work in the study of a particular subject, therefore it should be ensured

er the world around us.” Students in general education (schools) do not create scientific

that an individual member of a group focuses on particular aspect of the learning object:

knowledge, but they must be able to explore learning the way it encourages them - through

sensory (taste, touch, visual expression) or logical-meaning (conceptual; methodological,

agility and motivation during learning. For this purpose, it’s worthwhile to apply a group

causative, personal, contextual knowledge). Each member of the group who has studied

learning strategy that is characterized by a high level of communication and collaboration

a certain aspect of the learning object shares knowledge with colleagues in his group by

skills.

developing a holistic logical, visual aspects of the learning object: he or she defines the
learning object (what is it through phenomenon?), its methodology (etc. practical use,

Experiential learning opportunities are also used in Waldorf’s pedagogy, where learning is

problem-solving logic), prominent individuals associated with the subject of learning (for

highly contextualized. However, the challenge is how to optimize the learning process by

example, a notable discoverer), contextual knowledge (spatial and temporal distribution).

applying a group learning strategy, where teaching objects are out of the forest, the gar-

During group learning, individual members, after carrying out a sensory or logical-sensory

den, the yard or home but come from a school textbook and how to learn different learning

research, actively share knowledge until information asymmetry in the group is reduced

objects in a creative classroom applying group learning strategy.

and a more or less equal understanding of the learning object in a group is achieved.

In particular, it is important to ensure the comprehensiveness of the learning of a partic-

What happens most often in such a group? Most often, it explores sources of information;
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relationships are discovered. The result of such learning is a new scientific knowledge. And
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actively discusses; jointly solves tasks, interprets the decision-making process; criticizes,
disputes. Further, educational objects are visualized and group learning presentations prepared. All of this reflects the climate of good group learning, which brings for all the learners

8. Тeamwork in problem-based learning:
methodological insights

a lot of new knowledge and gains of important procedural skills. Cognitive mentors should
contribute significantly, ensuring a smooth, active communication and collaboration pro-

Teamwork-based learning is the highest form of collaborative learning in which learners

cess, which results in gaining a good or very good understanding of the object of learning.

collaborate and learn in a highly coordinated way. Problem-based learning researcher prof.

Usually, such cognitive mentors are rated 1-2 points higher, than their counterparts for

M. Savin-Baden (2004) argues that every matured group wants to become a team. As a

their active pedagogical and managerial activities. Therefore, the motivation of each mem-

result, teamwork leads to more advanced features of collaborative communication and

ber of the group should be to become a leader in the learning process, who not only knows

collaboration. What are they?

himself but also helps to teach the weaker members of his group.
The teamwork involves a lot of the same learning elements as the group does - the objects
The group work strategy should be applied in primary education (20-30% of working time);

of learning are visualized, analyzed, synthesized, and reflected on as well. Also, learners

basic and high school education (40-60% of working time) and at high school (50-80% of

share and implement certain learning tasks the way they do in a group work. However, the

working time, combined with teamwork strategy).

key difference in teamwork is that the learning roles played here are much more unique,
oriented towards a specific area required for the creation of certain learning products.
The result of the group work is the acquisition of knowledge, abilities, formulated insights,
while the result of teamwork complemented with the specific learning outcomes that can
be used for practical purposes. Therefore, it is obvious, that the creative element in teamwork is one of its essential and defining features, which is less typical in group work. In order learners to get work together productively, they must reach a certain level of maturity
in the collaborative learning - to possess both game-based learning and good teamwork
skills in advance.
Sometimes it’s hard to believe, but if one does not block the creative abilities of learners
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work and creative learning activities within the learning process is a necessary part of
any educational process. Both the abstract or philosophical thinking, and logical or precise
thinking are very helpful in the creative process. Thanks to abstract thinking, learners are
able to perform a deep acknowledgment of certain phenomenon of reality, having to look
at it differently, and seeing more specific characteristics and meanings. Accordingly, thanks
to the logical, precise thinking they are able to materialize certain ideas by embodying it.
Therefore, it is always worthwhile to acquire certain elements of art for a creative process,
and at the same time to study the aspects of technological realization in the learning process.
The team must consist of very different learners with different skills, which are best suited
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(pupils, students), they can overcome their teachers’ efforts. Therefore, fostering of team-
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for the particular role functioning of a team member. In most cases, such functions can be

for the school environment such as lighting, furniture, leisure, learning space, electronic

categorized into managerial, expert, and technological roles. Management functions are

equipment, etc. In high school classes, students could already offer innovative products to

usually performed by the team leader who ensures that the group has regular meetings,

a wider market at regional or country-level such as IT gadgets, leisure, gastronomy, trans-

constantly communicates collaboratively, follows work plans; supervises the quality of

port facilities, and more.

work according to the defined quantitative and qualitative criteria. Unlike cognitive mentors, they cannot really help a team’s fellows much to perform a function, because team

Successful demonstration of communication and collaboration in teamwork by creating in-

members comparably are more independent than group members. Most of what he can do

novative, meaningful learning products is one of the most important evidence of a person’s

is to arrange meetings with experts in certain fields to get additional advice or vanish un-

maturity, which should already be expressed within a general education context. It would

certainties. Team experts are production specialists, who are well specialized in the charac-

be much easier and faster for such learners to adapt to professional and higher education

teristics of the product: they are well acknowledged its development process, components,

institutions or the labor market where their creative abilities develop into a new level.

have strong scientific and practical product justification. Such experts may be designers,
practitioners, researchers, marketers of the production. Their main task is to prepare the
best possible design for the product under development based on the idea of the product. The main result of their work is the creation of a product’s specifications, drawings,
business, and marketing plans. Technological staff is responsible for the organization and
maintenance of a particular product development. They must have good knowledge and
characteristics of materials and technological processes for the creation of a particular
product. They need to know where to get certain production materials, where and how to
process them so as to be able to organize the technological process of production.
For example, if the team were meant to produce innovative solar energy elements, experts
should look into the analysis of the existing solar cells in the market, their characteristics,
the advantages and disadvantages; to develop innovative solar batteries concepts, define
its specifications, visualization of object; develop business marketing plans for the produc-
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ect and organize certain technological processes: to obtain materials, carry out safe experiments, to ensure the technological development of the product, to test the product. Each
member of the team has to create certain products of its own function. The team leader is
responsible for the administration, communication, meetings, quality management plans.
The Experts are responsible for the scientific, practical justification, drawings, technical
specifications, business, and marketing plans. The Technologists are responsible for the
technological development plans, the monitoring plan and the testing and completion plan.
Creative products can be very diverse depending on the age of the learners and the scientific discipline. Simple creative elements for elementary education can include drawings,
sculptures, toys, decorations, etc. Students in general education can create various things
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tions being developed. Accordingly, the members of the technological process should proj-
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9. Educational activities in the project:
C1, C2 and C3

9.1 Methodical framework for C1
9.1.1 Event: C1 “Short-term joint staff training event”
BGMF and PBL Institute organized a competition for the selection of different groups of

The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (Source: http://unctad.org/en/

participants. The youth workers from both organizations who would like to participate in

docs/ciimem1d9_en.pdf, 10 November 2010) notes that modern entrepreneurship edu-

learning activity were asked to create a mind map/pattern on the role of Project-based

cation involves complex educational activities through the creation of an effective Entre-

learning in the evolution of entrepreneurship education. Through creating that pattern

preneurship ecosystem, which will unite the main elements of the development of entre-

youth workers realized the correlation between PBL and entrepreneurship, which contrib-

preneurship - educational institutions, entrepreneurs, associations, which will take active

uted to the overall realization of the project activities.

cooperation actions in order to ensure better development of business infrastructure. The
private sector’s organizations not only develops and markets for new products and services, but also is interested in promoting new products and services, development technologies, and therefore the business tends to invest in the development of entrepreneurship’ learning technologies. What are the core competencies of entrepreneurship? How to
teach entrepreneurship according to the methodology of problem-based learning? What
entrepreneurship competencies are acquired through the methodology of problem-based
learning? How PBL training enriches entrepreneurship studies?

Working program for the event.
The training took place in November 2017 for 7 days with 10 youth workers. The agenda
included different panels in which youth workers exchanged knowledge on:
1) Different methods for project-based learning as learning-by-absorption (by means of
absorbing new information, assimilating it and then applying it to commercial ends) and
learning-by-reﬂection (the individual possesses knowledge of the circumstances of their
actions and the interpretive and normative rules that they follow);
2) Еfficient learning methods used to teach entrepreneurship such as case studies,

The core competencies of entrepreneurship are mainly related to the issues of generating

preparing

business ideas, implementing of market research, proceeding with procedural steps for

3) How social entrepreneurship and creativity can best be developed through project-based

starting a business, start-up financing activities, mission and vision creation, marketing

learning.
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ness patents and rights. It does no matter - what subjects of entrepreneurship we teach -

In that way, the participants developed their professional competences as facilitators and

first, it is important to find out - what kind of knowledge dominates in learning the themes

acquired transferable skills.

of relevant entrepreneurship: conceptual, procedural or causative.
Methodical insights on C1 organization.
Three learning activities have been implemented in the frame of the project: C1 training
course for youth workers; C2 blended mobility of youth and C3 training course for PBL

1) Introducing to Problem-based learning methodology;
2) Introducing to problem structuring methodology;

facilitators. All three educational activities are complimentary – meant to elaborate and

3) Introducing to information research methodology;

test unique educational methodologies for the education of youth entrepreneurship com-

4) Introducing to strategy creation methodology;

petencies.

5) Introduction to reflection methodology;
6) Trying out the PBL methodology of PBL solving different entrepreneurship problems.
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strategy planning, the creation of a business ethics concept and the consolidation of busi-
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Working methods.

6) The couple reflect their communicative impressions while sitting “spin on the back” and

The working methods included ice-breakers; workshop “VERO CAFEE“, discussions,

“face to face” on the principle of sitting.

group work, education excursion to secondary school.
1) Number of participants: 10;
2) The number of working groups: 2.
3) Learning environments: constructivist; socio-constructivist.
C1 Training course implementation
The first training course of the project took part in Sofia (Bulgaria) on 2017 November 2127. Five representatives from PBL Institute and 5 representatives from Bulgarian memory
foundation attended the training course.
During the training course the following activities were implemented:
- Ice-breakers games;
- Educational game “Monologue versus Dialogue”;
- Educational workshop “Vero Cafe”;

The same procedure is performed with the group. The recommended size for a group is 4-6
people. Group communication time - at least 4 minutes.
Educational workshop “Vero Team”.
The Problem-Based Training Institute often uses the Vero Tea (m) team-learning game, which
aims to help learners form teamwork skills and attitudes. The educational game itself is implemented by the learner groups in the development of their own teas using 5 or more ingredients. You need to buy different kinds of tea herbs, lemons, lime, honey, varieties for the
implementation of this game. spice It is recommended to have at least 7-8 types of tea herbs
and 6-10 types of different spices in order to discover the combination of different flavors
and odors in the development of tea. The game procedure consists of the following steps:
1) Distribution by teams of 4-6 persons;
2) Instructing the learners on the rules for the preparation of tea (one tea uses at least 4-5
types of tea / spices; learners must create 3 innovative teas; time: 1 hour);
3) The facilitator must be in constant supply of hot water to the teams; supervise the work

- Introduction to Problem-based learning and Project based learning methodologies;

of the teams; tea and spices on a separate table;

- Implementation of practical tasks according PBL learning model.

4) Continuous counseling and assistance to learners are provided to help them understand
the essence of the engagement and ensure compliance with the rules;

Educational game “Monologue versus Dialogue”.

5) Learners experiment with tea and herbs until they find the best (in their opinion) flavors

The Problem-Based Training Institute often uses the unique “Monologue versus Dialogue”

and odor combinations;

educational game, which aims to help learners gain active communication and co-opera-

6) Having created their own tea, learners conduct a study of the taste and health properties
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principle of “face to face” and “spin to back”. The purpose of this game is to show learners
how the learning space is influencing communication, the spatial and communicational
position of the sitting. The game procedure consists of the following steps:
1) Two learners sit on the principle of “face to face” 2 chairs;
2) The couple is discussing what kind of topic is being discussed;
3) The pair turns the “back to back” chairs;

of the ingredients used in teas;
7) Learners who have prepared three innovative teas present them and their useful properties to other teams;
8) Leaders of other teams are eating and evaluating the qualities of tea teas;
9) The makers of unique teas can be rewarded.
The game can be made by creating fruit cocktails and spice-cakes.

4) The couple discusses the agreed topic for 2 minutes;
5) After 2 minutes turning to the chairs and discussing the same theme “face to face” with
the principle of sitting;

9.1.2. General Problem-based learning cycle (Table 1)
For the practical training general Problem-based learning cycle was presented and used in
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tion through training. During the game, communicating in pairs and groups is based on the
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the process of education. This general learning framework consist from 4 general learning
steps: structuring of problem, information research, strategies formation and monitoring /
reflection phases.
For the practical training on Problem-based learning and Project-based learning two groups
were created, that implemented methodical learning steps for researching their business
idea and delivering certain insights on it. Those activities they found interesting and inspiring, but not so easy. Participation in the information research and group work demanded

Table 1
Problem‘s structuring

Information research

Creation of
strategies

Problem solving
characteristics
at the particular
phase

• Recognition of
the main and other
problems;
• Definition of problem‘s structural and
situational components;
• Raising problem
solving aim;
• Defining problem
solving success criteria;
• Defining analogical problems.

• Definition of known
information;
• Definition of unknown
information (raising of
questions);
• Selection of questions
for information research;
• Creation information research
strategy and implementing of information research.

• Foreseeing of problem solving strategies
• Structuring of PS
strategies
• Selection of
the most relevant strategy for
PS.

• Problem solving
strategy‘s coherence with PS aim;
• Problem solving
strategy‘s coherence with PS success criteria;
• Problem
solving transfer
for solving other problems.

Problem solving
production

Problem scheme.

• Information research
strategy;
• Found and selected
information for the
questions raised.

Created PS
strategy.

Monitoring of
problem solving
process/ reflective
notes.

Methodical info
reference

Method for structuring of problems.

PBL information research method.

PBL method for creation of strategies.

PBL monitoring
method.

Group-based
work

Collaborative /
group-based reflections.

Collaborative / groupbased reflections.

Collaborative / group- Collaborative /
based reflections.
group-based reflections.

Team-based
work

Collaborative /
Team members
‘reflection on the
individual role.

Collaborative /Team
members ‘reflection
on the individual role.

Collaborative /Team
members‘ reflection
on the individual
role.

learners the great attention and focus on common goals and experiences (Working tem-
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plates in the annexes).
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Monitoring

Collaborative /
Team members
‘reflection on the
individual role.
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Phase of
Prolem solving
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9.2 Methodical framework for C2

8) Business ethics;
9) Corporate social responsibility;

9.2.1 Event: C2 – “Learning activity for young people”

10) Patent and copyright of the newly created product.

The young participants in learning activity C2 participated in a competition on the topic: “Entrepreneurship, 21st century skills and project-based learning”. The participants
developed their knowledge about the transversal skills including entrepreneurial skills
needed for the 21st century labor market.
Working program for the event.
The training took place in June 2018 for 7 days with 30 young people. The agenda included different panels that led to:

Working methods.
The working methods included ice-breakers; workshop “VERO CAFEE“, discussions,
group work, education excursion to secondary school.
1) Number of participants: 30;
2) Number of working groups: 6.
3) Learning environments: constructivist; socio-constructivist.

1) Personal growth and social inclusion through the new methodology (project-based
learning for promotion of youth entrepreneurship competences);
2) Encouragement of young people to share their opinion about their educational and
professional development;
3) Development of 21st century skills as critical thinking, creativity, communication,
collaboration and personal values as initiative, resilience, empathy, awareness.

Procedures of organization training course.
1) Introduction to the programme and general methodology;
2) Involving participants into Game-based learning activities in terms of:
-Socializing activities: introduction one to another;
- Grouping and interacting activities: forming of groups / teams; setting the working
rules;

Methodical insights on C2 organization.
Comprise of General presentation of Entrepreneurship competences, including:
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for visualization different business-related problems.
3) Involving participants into Group-based learning activities in terms of:
- Improving group performance activities: setting of cognitive mentors; groups working

2) Market research - gathering information about the future market of the product/

rules;

service that was offered; opportunities and challenges;

- Implementing of group-based research activities: organization of information research

3) Institutional and procedural steps for starting a business;
4) Finding and gathering a financing;
5) Finding resources - materials, human capital, etc.;
6) Mission, vision and goals of the business;

process;
- Implementing of group-based discussions and information sharing activities.
4) Involving into team-based learning activities in terms of:
- Sharing clear roles and responsibilities in teams;
- Information research and Task-based learning depended on the implemented role in
team;

7) Marketing strategy;

- Visualization and materialization of learning results.
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1) Generating a business idea;

- Entrepreneurships related topics activities: performing of different business scenarios
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5) Educational excursions and invited guests speeches.

opportunity to try out their creative skills by creating different innovative tea from the
different provided ingredients. This workshop demonstrated, that every person can
be a creator and innovator if open-minded and right communication dispositions pos-

9.2.2. Implementation of Blended mobility (C2)
On 2018 June 7-14, 15 participants from Lithuania (PBL Institute) and 15 participants
from Bulgaria took part in the Blended mobility in Sofia, where they tried-out PBL
methodology for learning of different entrepreneurship competencies.
During the programme, they tried-out the different PBL methodologies like gamebased learning, group-based learning, and team-based learning.
The following topics of entrepreneurship they are focused on:
1) Generating a business idea;

ing. Every team performed different business organizational situations where different
routine problems were solved. Afterward, they participated in the art sessions where
the process of game and business ideas were visualized. On the second day of the programme, participants experienced the second collaborative strategy of PBL - groupbased learning: they explored their business insights in depth by researching technological learning objects of possessed business’ ideas. During group-based learning
sessions they learned how to proceed with information research in PBL; learned about
knowledge management basic issues; acknowledged the importance of active discus-

service that was offered; opportunities and challenges;

sions and sharing of information during group-based learning; during the lecture, ses-

4) Finding and gathering a financing;
5) Finding resources - materials, human capital, etc.;
6) Mission, vision and goals of the business;
7) Marketing strategy;
8) Business ethics;
9) Corporate social responsibility;
10) Patent and copyright of the newly created product.
At the beginning of training learners were involved in the number of ice-breakers and
energizers were had the opportunity to acknowledge each other: names, birth-dates,
life-stories. Participants also have participated in the educational game “Monologue VS
Dialogue”, where experienced peculiarities of monologues, dialogues, and polylogues
communication. The game was implemented using different communication approaches by sitting back-to-back and face-to-face positions - in pairs and groups. This game
helped them to understand how important is the communication position and learning
spaces in education.
Also, youngsters participated in the practical workshop “Vero Team” where had the

sion invited speeches instructed them on gaining funding resources for start-ups and
business development.
During the third day of the programme, learners visited Business Park of Sofia, where
they were introduced with different schemes of development of entrepreneurship
competencies of youngsters in Bulgaria. Representatives of Business Park demonstrated advanced business infrastructures and laboratories, learning spaces for the development of entrepreneurship competencies of youngsters. Also, learners were involved
into the information research process, by researching of major entrepreneurship topics
as well participated in painting sessions were they visualized group working process in
terms of interactions, groups’ spirit, and groups’ dynamics issues.
During the final days of the programme, participants explored the Canvas Business
Model, trying out to create their business plans for the initial entrepreneurship ideas.
Groups of learners explored information and filled out templates of Canvas Business
models. Also represented them to their colleagues. Also, learners had an interesting
lecture on creativity provided by invited speeches. In the end, all artistic work related
to Game-based learning, Group-based learning, and Team-based learning were presented as well as elaborated initial business ideas. Consequently - certificates were
delivered and smiles exchanged.
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Also, learners tried to perform different business ideas by applying Game-based learn-

2) Market research - gathering information about the future market of the product/
3) Institutional and procedural steps for starting a business;
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sessed in the process of education.
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9.3. Methodical framework for C3
9.3.1 Event: C3 – “Event for implementing the new methodology”

3) Learning environments: constructivist; socio-constructivist;
4) Working methods: ice-breakers; workshop “VERO CAFEE“, discussions, group/team
work, games, education excursion to secondary school.

The event was targeted at group work for simultaneously testing and implementing
the new methodology: project-based learning for the promotion of youth entrepreneurship competencies. On the bases of the generated results from each group, the

Procedures of organization of the training course.

representatives of BGMF and PBL Institute came up with different outcomes that it is
included in the envisaged Toolkit. The event took place in November 2018 for 5 days.
All sessions and the work progress was uploaded on the created online platform and
Facebook page.

1) Introduction to facilitators’ competences;
2) Introduction to facilitation process of problems’ structuring;
3) Introduction to facilitation process of problems’ information research;
4) Introduction to facilitation process of problem-solving strategy creation;

Working program for the event.
The event took place in November 2018 for 5days with 10 representatives. The agenda
included different panels such as:
1) The link between formal and non-formal education through PBL for the promotion

5) Introduction to facilitation process related to visualization and materialization of
learning results;
6) Introduction to learning results monitoring and metacognitive reflection management system.

of youth entrepreneurship competencies (new methodology);
2) Implementation and testing of the new methodology in secondary schools and the
promotion of entrepreneurship in non-business disciplines;
3) Improvement of the transition between education and job market through PBL for
the promotion of youth entrepreneurship competencies;
4) Presentation of project results and outcomes according to the different target groups
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At the end of the final event, the stakeholders came with different results and outcomes that were included in the current Toolkit.

pects:
1) Creating instructional tutorials;
2) Setting up questioning methodology;
3) Observation of group’s strategy;
4) Making remarks;
5) Inspiring active discussions;
6) Instruction of groups cognitive mentors and teams’ leaders;

Working methods.
The working methods included ice-breakers; workshop “VERO CAFEE“, discussions,
group work, education excursion to secondary school, others.
1) Working in small groups;
2) Learning environments: constructivist; socio-constructivist;

7) Monitoring and evaluation of learning results;
8) Using of IT in the facilitation process.
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and revealing of good practices for learning.

Facilitation process competences in each PBL segment involved the following as-
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9.3.2 Training course implementation (C3)
Within the training course major topics on facilitation where presented and practiced:
1) Game-based learning facilitation;
2) Group-based learning facilitation;
3) Team-based learning facilitation.
During the training course various educational games and PBL tasks practices that are
represented below.

its representatives who are inclined to persuade their opponents to not fight to cooperate in finding the best solution for everyone”;
3) Each minister and the opposing groups start a dialogue in an attempt to persuade
him to justify his position;
4) The Minister of Education seeks to persuade a model of an education system that
can function better without any military engagement, by shifting innovation to a hostile
state education system;
5) The Minister of Economics must convince the hostile Minister of the Economy that
the conversion of the resources available would be a much more advantageous solu-

Educational game “Invaders”.
Educational game “Invaders” is aimed at promoting learners’ cooperation and argumentation skills. The specific objective of the game to foster learner’s argumentation,
persuasion and reasoning skills. The context of the game is about a country which is
about to attack an enemy country starting with sending respective messages to the

tion than warfare for the destruction of part of the infrastructure;
6) The Minister of Transport has to prove that logistics cooperation can be much more
valuable than bombing strategic communications networks and airports;
7) The Minister of the Environment must highlight and justify the damage to the environment and the ecosystem of war;

ministers of economy, education, transport, culture, and environment. Accordingly, the

8) The Minister of Culture has to convince the progressiveness of the country’s cultural

State which is preparing to attack sends its representatives - in the same areas as the

life and its mutual cultural benefit without sacrificing it;

enemy’s messengers. The goal of the game is to persuade through negotiations the
representatives of the warring state that cooperation in various fields is better than
warfare. Therefore, every minister tries to defend his position - why should not (or
should) war take place? Representatives of the target country must present the benefits of such cooperation. Accordingly, opponents of the war-torn state must find arguments why warfare is the best way out. It is recommended to select other states than

9) Facilitator after listening to the arguments of both groups. Initiates a general discussion of the arguments put forward;
10) Both groups watch the short film (Up to 15 - 20 min.) about World War II and share
their experiences - how did the war affect culture, economy, education, logistics, and
the environment?
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learning process.

Game-based learning facilitation
Within the project, three types of collaborative approaches were applied: Game-based

Game procedure.
The game procedure is performed as follows:
1) Two groups (learners from different countries) are aligned with one large circular or
oval table;

learning, Group-based learning, and Team-based learning. All three learning strategies
are complementary. Therefore recommended being applied synchronically.
Facilitation of Game-based learning in educational settings at first glance was not an
easy process, however, when it all started everything went qualitatively smoothly. Fa-

2) The fighter launches a soundtrack on the theme of war and says the opening words:

cilitators where introduced with game-based learning definitions, main characteristics

“The State preparing for the war has sent its messengers ...., who have driven the hos-

and types of games. Three major types of games were emphasized: Simulation games,

tile and unilateral demands for capitulation. However, the friendly state has delegated

Discovery games, and decision-making games.
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participants’ native states in the game to avoid tensions between learners within the
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Discovery games are important in PBL for:
- Retaining certain information from long-term memory;
- Researching information on certain learning object by playing in a certain environment (real or virtual);
- Provocation of learners for a better brainstorming the ideas;
- Games for creative thinking and creation acts;
- Creation of “Thinking out of the box “learning mentality.

During the practical session groups of facilitators were asked to perform certain business idea/situation in three game’s modes: Simulation mode, discovery mode, and decision-making mode. One group performed an opening of a new restaurant facility, while
the other visualized and performed the recruitment process of a marketing company.
Both performances where different, unique and interesting to observe. While group
performed, other groups were observing and evaluated their performance according
to the defined criteria in the reflection journals. One of the criteria of the game were
originality, teamwork, visualizations, improvisations, and reflections. Experience from

Simulation games are important in PBL for:
- Simulation particular business situation;
- Personification/visualization of the product or process;
- Using humor in situations – creating comics;
- Using drama in the situation – performing tragic situations;
- Improvisation when decisions not known so well;
- Conflict resolution;
- Virtual simulations getting the best possible design solutions.

this practical GBL session convinced facilitators that Game-based learning- powerful
learning strategy for both younger and elderly learners helping to get more from the
education process. Therefore should be used not only in non-formal educational setting but information as well.
Group-based learning facilitation
Group-based learning activities were started with interesting instruction on groupbased learning methodology. Mikas Balkevicius emphasized the main differences between group and teamwork. The main difference between group work and teamwork
that groups’ major characteristic is collaborative research, fruitful discussions, and

Decision making games are important in PBL for:
- Making certain decisions when choices already are known;

knowledge creation, while teamwork is complimentarily defined as a group of very
independent and interactive experts that has been created on specific learning issues.
The main aim of the team is to create certain tangible learning results, production.
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- Making consensus in groups and teams;

Major issues in the group work facilitation are connected with the managing of correct

- Making compromises;

groups’ discussions as well as the effective information research process. Therefore cre-

- Promoting strategical thinking;

ated groups from Lithuanian and Bulgarian youth workers were given special exercises

- Promoting planning skills;

for fostering groups’ discussions’ culture. Groups were asked to create their own rules

- Promoting learners’ deliberation and will.

for correct discussions and then they were given 5 minutes each to discuss according
to the selected topic. The following rules were selected like active listening, not inter-

In games, learners imitate reality learning certain issues, knowledge, and skills in order

rupting, correctness, politeness, clear speech, loud voice and other. Participants in the

to be better prepared for real-life challenges. In this way game is catalyzer of learn-

groups acknowledged, that it’s not so easy to follow groups’ discussions culture that

ers’ social skills; promotes communication and problem-solving skills, using experience

requires great focus, empathy, and engagement with the topic. Discussions’ culture

and emotional intellect. As well it’s very useful for promoting of learners memorization

in the group work is essential for the group to become not only knowledge users but

mechanism using psycho-motor memory’ mechanisms helping to learn issues more in

as creators as well. In Active discussions, the new insights arise and new knowledge

depth.

constructed.
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- Defining and weighing certain criteria;
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Group-based learning activities were combined with team-based learning exercises

Usually pupils of basic education schools are overloaded with a lot of theoretical

when learners have been given specific tasks for the research of computer and lamp.

knowledge with fewer things to practice having more hands-on learning activities,

Participants of groups used PBL methodology for researching conceptual, procedural,

that’s why they found proposed educational activities motivating and interesting: they

reasonable, personal and contextual knowledge of learning issue. They were fascinated

professionally researched information of project’s managers, carpenters, artists, and

about the activity of research information and delivered a lot of knowledge on comput-

designers professional profiles; performed job interviews with hypothetical candidates

er and lamps definitions, working principles, producing methods, discoveries, contextu-

and during group and team-based learning sessions created innovative projections of

al issues of learning objects.

furniture. It was interesting to observe how organized and focused pupils were in the
process of PBL, having self-directed abilities to research, innovate and create. Ability to

This activity showed, that united work in learning is crucial for successful learning

communicate, cooperate deal with the real professional life’s issues was the key com-

results, where cooperation is much more important than competition. Those activi-

petences for the future entrepreneurs, whose skills must be fostered in Basic school as

ties are very important in the context of facilitation learning groups for teaching and

well.

learning entrepreneurship’ issues because it contains the same elements of group work
- forming, norming and performing.
9.3.4 Important conclusions for facilitators: discussion culture in the context of problem-based learning.
9.3.3 Game-based learning and Group-based learning Activities in School:

The discussion is considered a very valuable learning method that helps to analyze

The participants of the project visited the high school „King Simeon The Great“ in So-

learning objects and make the best decisions in solving different problems. However,

fia. Project’s participants were welcomed by the director, teachers, and pupils of the

this cognitive function of discussion is not the most important one. The very important

school. Project’s facilitators organized special educational activities using Game-based

meaning of collaborative learning lies within the harmonious communication and inter-

learning and Team-based learning activities for pupils.

action of learners, which is the most important aspiration for collaborative work. Also,
it helps learners to master the content of learning in the problem learning process more

Pupils in this school have advanced learning spaces, exceptional good pedagogical staff,

efficient. Therefore, it is often emphasized that the learning process is more important

so project’s participants just shared some methodological insights with teachers and

than its results.
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performance-based games sessions and team-based learning activities for creation and

Discussion in the learning process is for presenting of learners experiences, positions

realization some business ideas in practice.

and insights in order to achieve better mutual understanding, and thus a better understanding of the subject of learning. Adoption of a common position on the learn-

Two groups of 4-6 pupils were created and were asked to perform a start-up business

ing process and subject matter is a very important aspect of problem-based learning.

organization that’s going to produce furniture. Pupils were asked to perform interviews

Without constructive communication and collaboration, the educational process is not

with the artist, designer, project manager, and carpenter. Afterward, they were asked to

possible. Problem-based learning is a self-directed learning strategy that gives learners

perform project-based learning tasks creating an innovative table and innovative chair.

a great deal of freedom, so learning culture here is very important in both aspects -

For this they have researched information on the internet on innovative furniture; cre-

for a smooth learning process and its outcomes. The discussion is a universal learning

ated visualizations of innovative table and chairs; researched methodical information

method that manifests itself in game-based learning and group-based learning. What is

on innovative chairs and tables and delivered insights where innovative furniture could

the expression of discussion within those learning strategies?

be used in the real-life situations.
In game-based learning, discussions can be used before the game organization, during
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students on Game-based learning, Team-based learning activities. They have organized
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or after the game. Before the game, the group members have to thoroughly discuss the

ous contexts. In this way, the listener not only clearly reflects the thoughts of the in-

rules of the game, its script, so that everyone understands the essence of the game, its

terlocutor but also manages to reflect on them in various aspects, giving a loud voice

course, and the particular role in the game. The leader or teacher of the group should

to his thoughts and positions. The most common mistake made by learners during

instruct all the players in the game and make sure that each member of the group cor-

discussions is over-emphasis on what they know themselves or what are they prepared

rectly understands the essence and rules of the game. In the context of creative games,

to say. And still appears insufficient listening to the thoughts of other interlocutors,

students can create unique game rules by properly discussing them before the game

which arguments that can be valuable, original. Such a discussion, where the interlocu-

starts. During the game, learners can create various discussions concerning planning

tors only express their positions and knowledge but do not criticize, do not reflect the

and organizing simulation, discovery or decision-making games. After the game, the

thoughts of their colleagues – more look like a chain of monologues, which in no way

learners reflect on what they experienced during the game and what could be im-

interconnects because separate components of such a circuit do not want to open.

proved for the next round.

Such a high self-focus of learners is a major obstacle to organize an effective group
work. Therefore, as it is mentioned earlier, the main purpose of group work is to help

In group work, discussion method is one of the most important, because the main core

learners to open up self properly and learn from each other. The debate culture plays

of the group work lies within collaborative learning: communication and co-operation

a crucial role here.

in learning. Therefore, a high-level discussion culture must be ensured throughout the
group work. What is essential here? One of the key points of good discussion is the
common agreement on the culture of debate and its respect. For this purpose, the participants themselves have to set up discussion rules and the code and follow it. The fact
that learners can create specific discussion standards gives them greater confidence,
decision-making power, and, at the same time, the responsibility to follow the rules to
which they themselves have contributed. In this way, the learners create a group work
ethic, each of which is an important part. What are the most important rules for discussion participants? What are the key values of the debates?
Scientific literature describes a wide range of discussion rules, such as the requirement
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constructiveness, concentration on the topic of discussion, good discussion of discipleship, moderation, etc. According to PBL Institute experts - the most important thing is
the culture of discussions in the context of group work - the ability to listen to other
discussion participants. The ability to listen and good listening is not so obvious as it
is usually not taught in the formal learning process - in general, the collaborative work
culture is not well promoted at the level of general education (both in Lithuania and in
many EU countries).
Listening competencies are not expressed only within the person’s silence or observation of conversation. Good listening has much more attributes. One of the most important features of active listening is the ability to respond to the thoughts of the
interlocutor, relying on critically and expressed reflecting the ideas expressed in vari-
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not to interrupt colleagues, a good speaker, mutual respect, clear discussion purpose,
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